Prohibition

ACROSS

1 Braves’ rivals?
5 Disburse
10 Ham radio word
14 Former Soviet news agency
18 Like overused muscles
19 Power or proof start
20 Metal fastener
22 Troops
23 1973 Eagles hit?
27 Temporary end
28 “Silent Night”
29 Author Mailer
30 Une e due
31 Indigo plant
33 Foundry process
34 A long time
38 New Orleans party hangout?
42 Brass, for one
43 Part of USMA
44 Rock’s ___ & the Gang
45 Cairo cap
48 Walk with a bounce
49 German industrial region
51 Fertilizers
53 Unearthly glow
54 J.D. Salinger novel
59 Summer mo.
60 Key letter
61 Toaster, perhaps?
62 Guiding principles
63 Brings up
65 Watusi weapon
66 More withdrawn
67 Something to iron out
69 Adolescents
70 Small body of water
71 Infomercials
74 Pennsylania uprising of 1794?
78 Vow
99 ___ a customer: sale sign
80 Facile
81 Fox terrier of films
82 Paid expert, for short
83 Cinematographer
84 Neighbor of Leb.
85 Lusty
86 Somerset Maugham book?
91 King of cable
92 Fish features
94 Peacock/Throne country
95 Have markers out
97 Religious fanatic
98 Late humorist Bombeck
100 Most verdant
105 A ballroom favorite?
109 Prep potatoes, say
110 Holy Grail
111 Slammin’ Sam of the links
112 Salmagundi
113 Came home in a hurry
114 Repair

115 Sixteen on a board
116 Brooklyn five

DOWN

1 PC alternatives
2 Light beige
3 ___ she blows!
4 In harmony
5 Take an oath
6 Astronomer’s measure
7 Raison d’ ___
8 Napoleon’s marshal
9 Nickname of a Philly cager
10 Orange and black bird
11 Moral failing
12 Daredevil Knievel
13 Legal matter
14 Small tower
15 True inner self
16 Cord Fiber
17 Tommy’s gun
21 Mole’s creation
24 Seamstress Ross
25 Unicorn fish
26 Nary a one
31 All lit up
32 Grid org.
33 Got up
34 Conference site
35 Statesman Root
36 Musical tempo
37 Campus military gp.
39 Nebraska’s largest city
40 Hockey player
41 “Back ___ Future”
45 Charity event
46 Switch ending
47 Hairpin curves
49 Sound system
50 Role-plays
51 Sweet red pepper
52 Put within
53 “The Morning Watch” author
55 Disconcert
56 Do again
57 Like the Grand Canyon
58 Give the third degree
64 Apiece
65 Latina singer
66 Weeps
67 Karate blow
68 Big cat’s comment
69 Hues
70 Bailey or Buck
72 Adorer

115 Sixteen on a board
116 Brooklyn five

73 Cunningly treacherous
75 Sheltered bays
76 Amber
77 Refrain syllables
83 Brief outline
84 Monkees’ hit “___ Believer”
85 Hit the hay
86 Range up
87 Skin cream ingredient
88 Mighty hunter
89 Drearly
90 Seoul man
92 Calyx part
93 Mediterranean isle
96 Fuses metal
97 Blasts with a ray gun
98 Advantage?___
99 Restraint
100 Sprouted like a weed
101 Day time
102 Fashion magazine
103 Burlesque bit
104 New Mexico art community
105 The Beatles’ “___ the Walrus”
107 Nile viper
108 Genetic information initials
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